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Learn new vital skills and give your pilot career a boost

Do you find the search for a pilot job difficult? 
Would you like to develop new skills and become a better pilot? 

Does the outlook of getting your personal (pilot) mentor sound attractive? 

PDA/ SNEP with PAC opportunity 
05 - 06 April 2017 

Gersonsvej 75, 2900 Hellerup, Denmark

Payment information 
We offer two payment options: 
 1   444 EUR 
 2 1555 EUR 

Option 1 
We recommend this option, if you just want 
to participate on day one or if you find the 
PAC opportunity attractive.  

Option 2 
This is the option you should select if you 
would like to complete day one and two and 
you are not interested in PAC or you do not 
want to postpone any payment. 

Screening: 
On day one we will assess your suitability 
for a PAC contract and if successful you 
can decide to postpone payment of 1111 
EUR until you secure a pilot job.

Workshop agenda

For further details about PDA/ SNEP/ PAC or to 
book, visit our website www.propilots.dk or 
simply call us on +45 5352 7700 

Pro Pilots Consulting ApS 
Gersonsvej 75, 2900 Hellerup, Denmark 
CVR nr: 3554 5948



Learn new vital skills and give your pilot career a boost

Personal Development Assessment (PDA)  
Pro Pilots Consulting (PPC) simulates an Airline Recruitment day, where you will 
complete a personality test, written test, group exercise, competency based 
interview, case study and a stress test. Following completion, you will get 
personalised feedback and valuable insight in how you performed from a 
recruitment point of view. During the PDA, PPC will also assess your suitability for 
our Professional Assisted Career (PAC) opportunity.  

Strategic Networking & Effective Performance (SNEP)  
SNEP is the result of a unique teamwork between top athlete mental coaches and 
experienced pilots. Top athletes and pilots have in common the need to be able to 
deliver/ perform at particular events and handle the unexpected and working well 
under pressure. During the SNEP workshop you will be instructed by a top athlete 
mental coach and given access to the tools top athletes use to build a strong mind 
and ability to handle pressure. These tools can be used throughout your pilot 
career, but might be particular useful when you have to perform under pressure, for 
instance during a command course, job assessment, simulatorcheck or dealing with 
a non-normal situation.  
The SNEP workshop also address the importance of a proper attitude and provide 
guidance on how you, as a pilot, handle the teamwork challenges that may arise 
when young and old pilots (the 4 generation of pilots) with different profiles, have to 
work together both in and outside of the flight deck 

Professional Assisted Career (PAC) contract 
With a P.A.C contract we will assist you all the way to a career job. To assist you will 
get a personal mentor. It is the role of your mentor to coach and support you 
towards your pilot career goal(s) as fast and as smooth as possible. 
To ensure mutual interest your mentor will not receive any payment until you have 
reached your career goal(s). When you have reached your career goal(s), your 
mentor will receive a payment as per the agreement in the P.A.C contract. The 
payment is normally linked to your basic pay as a fixed and reasonable percentage 
for a fixed number of months.

Additional information

For further details about PDA/ SNEP/ PAC or to 
book, visit our website www.propilots.dk or 
simply call us on +45 5352 7700 

Pro Pilots Consulting ApS 
Gersonsvej 75, 2900 Hellerup, Denmark 
CVR nr: 3554 5948


